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2 Technical description

2.1 Overview

The major scientific motivation for the FIRST bolometer instrument is the measurement of faint
astronomical sources over a wide field of view in as many spectro-photometric channels as possible
from 200 to ~ 700 µm.  In addition, it is required that sources, including samples of those discovered in
photometric surveys, can be observed spectroscopically in order to investigate the physical conditions
present in these objects.  To this end, the instrument we propose will have a broad-band photometric
capability and a low to medium resolution imaging spectrometer.

The original FIRST “Red Book" (Beckwith et al, 1993) instrument consisted of a combined imaging
photometer and imaging Fabry-Perot.  This instrument had several drawbacks: it compromised the
throughput for photometry; it had several complex mechanisms in series any one of which could have
caused a major failure of the instrument function; it would have been difficult to optimise over the
whole waveband; and it would have been costly to build.  In undertaking a redesign of the instrument we
took into account the need to keep it and its operating modes as simple as possible while at the same
time re-optimising its capabilities for the main scientific goals, which dictate an emphasis on wide-field
photometry and imaging and throughput for spectroscopy rather than high resolving power.

The instrument we propose has three fixed photometric bands with separate bolometer arrays, obviating
the need for a filter change mechanism (and allowing simultaneous observations in all bands), and
employs an imaging Fourier transform spectrometer  (FTS) to provide variable resolution spectroscopy
from 200 to 670 µm.  After a detailed study, an FTS was chosen over a grating spectrometer for a
number of reasons: it is not possible to fully utilise the imaging capability of the FIRST telescope with a
grating; there is little difference in the sensitivity of the two options for spectral surveys; the FTS offers
a variable resolving power; and the sensitivity requirements for a grating spectrometer would have
required cooling of the detectors to less than 300 mK and achieving a very stringent level of stray light
rejection.  A further simplification over the "Red Book" proposal made possible by the choice of the
FTS is the use of bolometer arrays working at 300 mK using a 3He sorption refrigerator, which is space
proven and very much simpler than the dilution system previously proposed.

The "Red Book" proposal envisaged the use of arrays of individual bolometers with Winston cone or
scalar feed horn focal plane optics.  The baseline for the instrument proposed here is to use bolometer
arrays that fully sample the Airy disk at the focal plane.  These arrays are not yet fully developed but
offer the promise of faster mapping, simplified instrument operations, better rejection of 1/f noise and
faster time response than the single-pixel alternative.  Separate development programmes are under way
within the SPIRE consortium towards realising these bolometer arrays.  In the event that the technology
does not come to fruition on a time scale compatible with the FIRST schedule, the instrument will revert
to using single-pixel bolometers with feed horns.

Realistic models of the performance of the proposed instrument have been created - details are given
section 2.4 below.  The expected performance of the proposed instrument is summarised in Tables 2.1a
and 2.1b.  A summary of the instrument systems requirements is given in Table 2.2 - more details are
given in the IID-B.
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250 µm 350 µm 500 µm
Filter pass-band λ/∆λ 3 3 3
Field of view arcmin 4 4 4
Beam width arcsec 18 25 36
Point source Limiting flux density: (1-σ; 1 sec.) mJy 34 35 41
observations (1 σ; 1 hour) mJy 0.60 0.61 0.72
Mapping
observations

Limiting flux density for 4’ x 4’ map
(1 σ; 1 hour) mJy 1.4 1.5 1.9

Table 2.1a: Calculated sensitivity for the proposed FIRST bolometer instrument photometer channel.
The model and the assumptions that led to these figures are described in section 2.4.

Wavelength
range

200-670 µm  (15 - 50 cm-1)

Resolving power ∆σ
λ/∆λ

cm-1 0.04 - 2
1000 - 20  at 250 µm

Field of view arcmin 2 x 2
Beam size arcsec 200-250 µm: 18

250-670 µm: 18(λ/250)
Point source
observations:

Limiting flux density
(1σ; 1 hr)

mJy 200-300 µm: 630(0.04/∆σ)
300-400 µm: 580(0.04/∆σ)
400-670 µm: 580(0.04/∆σ)1+(λ-400)/270)

Limiting line flux
(1σ; 1 hr)

W m-2 200-300 µm: 7.6 x 10-18

300-400 µm: 7.0 x 10-18

400-670 µm: 7.0 x 10-18(1+(λ-400)/270)
Mapping
observations:

Limiting flux density for
2’ x 2’ map (1 σ; 1 hr)

mJy 200-300 µm: 1470(0.04/∆σ)
300-400 µm: 1430(0.04/∆σ)
400-670 µm: 1430(0.04/∆σ) (1+(λ-400)/270)

Limiting line flux for
2’ x 2’ map (1 σ; 1 hr)

W m-2 200-300 µm: 1.8 x 10-17

300-400 µm: 1.7 x 10-17

400-670 µm: 1.7 x 10-17(1+(λ-400)/270)

Table 2.1b : Calculated sensitivity for the proposed FIRST bolometer instrument spectrometer channel.
The model and the assumptions that led to these figures are described in section 2.4.

Cold focal plane unit mass 34 kg (TBC)
Warm electronics units mass (3 boxes) 28.5 kg (TBC)
Warm interconnect harness mass 2 kg (TBC)
Total mass 64.5 kg (TBC)
Average cold focal plane unit power dissipation at 15 K

at 4 K
at 2 K

TBD
7.5 mW
4 mW

Warm electronics power dissipation 53.5 W (TBC)
Instrument telemetry data rate: photometer mode

spectrometer mode
partner mode
3He refrigerator recycle
standby mode

25 kbits/s
53 kbits/s
10 kbits/s
2 kbits/s
10 kbits/s

Table 2.2: Instrument System Requirements
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Figure 2.1:  A conceptual drawing of the FIRST bolometer instrument viewed from the photometer
channel side of the instrument.
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Figure 2.2:  A conceptual drawing of the FIRST bolometer instrument viewed from the Fourier
Transform Spectrometer (FTS) side of the instrument.  The FTS mechanism and the majority of its
optics will be mounted on the 4 K structure.
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Figure 2.3: Block diagram of the FIRST bolometer instrument indicating the mechanical, thermal,
electrical and data interfaces between the various sub-systems.

2.2 Instrument description

This section describes the outline design of FIRST BOL instrument.  More details of the design
parameters, criteria and trade-offs are given in Atad (1997), Dohlen (1997) and Griffin (1997) and the
IID-B.

2.2.1 Cold focal plane unit

Three dimensional views of the cold FPU are shown in Figs. 2.1 and  2.2  It is divided into two
channels: a photometer channel simultaneously images a 4 x 4 arcmin field of view onto three bolometer
arrays with contiguous wavelength bands centred on 250, 350 and 500 µm; and a Fourier transform
spectrometer (FTS) images a separate 2 x 2 arcmin field of view onto two other bolometer arrays to
perform low to medium resolution  (∆λ/λ ~ 10 - 1000) imaging spectroscopy from 200 to 670 µm (50
to 15 cm-1).  The instrument design has been optimised for the photometer channel, which is why the
photometer optical train folding has been restricted to one plane to reduce aberrations.

A chopping mechanism is used to modulate the signal in the photometer arrays.  The FTS is a polarising
Martin-Puplett type design (Martin, 1982) employing moving roof-top mirrors to generate the
interferogram.  This naturally modulates the signals in the spectrometer arrays.  Both channels will use
planar bolometer arrays, options for which are currently under development in the United States and
France.  These will operate at 300 mK and a 3He sorption cooler will be used to provide this
temperature in addition to those provided by the FIRST cryostat.  Figure 2.3 shows a block diagram of
the whole instrument.

2.2.2 Photometer

Optical layout
Figure 2.4 shows the optical layout of the photometer channel.  It is an all-reflective system except for
two dichroic beamsplitters used to split the three wavelength bands onto different bolometer arrays and
various transmissive pass band filters used to reject out of band radiation.  The first mirror, M3, is
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spherical and has a 170 mm focal length.  This mirror collimates the f/8.68 beam from the telescope and
forms a pupil image of the telescope secondary at the flat chopping mirror, M4, which is designed to
give a maximum +− 3.7 degree chop angle, corresponding to 5 arcsec on the sky.  The next mirror, M5,

is toroidal and re-images the focal plane at f/4.5 defining a convenient field stop at 2 K.  It also re-
images the aperture stop at the chopper to a physical cold stop at 2 K. The last powered mirror, M7, is
also toroidal and presents an f/5 beam to the detectors.  The beams for the three bands are directed onto
the bolometer arrays by a combination of flat folding mirrors and fixed dichroics set at 25o to the beam
axis (see Fig. 2.1).  The optical design is optimised to give close to diffraction limited imaging across
the whole field of view whilst minimising the pupil image aberrations.

All mirrors will be manufactured from 6061-T6 Al-alloy, the optical surfaces will be produced by
diamond-turning and they will have the appropriate thermal treatment to relieve material stresses.  The
instrument structure to carry the mirrors will also be made from 6061-T6 Al-alloy to match the thermal
expansion of the mirrors .

Calibration Source
A calibration source will be required for the photometer arrays to provide a repeatable signal for the
bolometer arrays.  In order to illuminate fully the arrays at the focal plane the optimum position for a
calibration source is at a pupil image somewhere in the optical train.  The baseline is to have a hole
through the centre of the focal plane chopper, which is at a pupil image, coincident with the image of the
central obscuration of the telescope.  The calibration source can then be placed behind the focal plane
chopper and, with a suitable feed horn or wave guide arrangement, can fully illuminate the arrays at the
focal plane.  The source will be mechanically and thermally interfaced to the 4-K structure.  It will be
necessary to operate it source at temperatures up to 25 K to give sufficient power onto the arrays.
Extrapolating from the operation of similar sources used for the ISO LWS, this means a peak power
dissipation of no more than 2.2 mW with a duty cycle of around 5% - 0.1 mW average.

Stray-light control
Radiation at any wavelength will be capable of detection by the bolometer arrays.  Therefore, the
control of radiation both from thermal emission from warm parts of the instrument and spacecraft

XZ
100.00  MM   

Figure 2.4:  Optical layout of the photometer channel showing the possible positions of the stray-light
control filters and baffles .
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structure and any out of band radiation from celestial sources will be crucial to the sensitivity and
proper calibration of the instrument.  With no feed horns, the arrays will have a wide intrinsic field of
view and the filtering and baffling through the instrument will be carefully designed to ensure that they
only see cold parts of the structure (< 4 K) which will not contribute significantly over the background
from the low-emissivity 80 K main telescope.  Several methods of rejecting unwanted radiation will be
employed: the use of several structural elements at successively lower temperatures (see section 2.2.4
Structure and Fig. 2.1); cold stops that are undersized with respect to the telescope pupil placed at the
4-K chopper and the 2-K aperture image (positions II and IV in Fig. 2.4);  edge filters placed at
strategic points through the instrument to control the thermal environment within each box and reject
out of band radiation (positions I, III and IV in Fig. 2.4); physical baffling to control out of field
radiation (positions I, IV and V in Fig. 2.4) and band-pass filters placed close to the bolometer arrays to
define the wavelength band each array sees.  In addition, care will be exercised in the design and
construction of the instrument to ensure that there are no un-baffled holes through which unwanted
radiation can enter the system (i.e. vent holes, cable feed-throughs and cold straps will all be baffled).

2.2.3 Spectrometer

The FIRST bolometer instrument will employ a polarising Martin-Puplett FTS to perform low-medium
resolution spectroscopy from 200 to 670 µm.  Figure 2.5 shows the principle of operation of the
polarising FTS.

Optical layout
Various schemes can be employed for the layout of the optics for an FTS, all of which have their merits
and drawbacks.  The base-line layout for the SPIRE FTS is shown in Fig. 2.6.  A pick off mirror, PO,
is placed at the intermediate field image (position III in Fig. 2.4) and sends the beam via a folding flat,
R1, to a collimating mirror R2.  An image of the pupil is formed between R2 and R3 and the input
polariser can be placed here.  This has the advantage that the second input port of the interferometer is
also a pupil image as seen from the detectors and a calibration source placed here will be superimposed
on the input signal from the telescope allowing simultaneous calibration.  Mirror R3 forms an
intermediate field image at F which is then re-collimated by the mirror COLL and sent towards the
beamsplitter and roof-top mirrors at BS, RT1 and RT2.  The roof top mirrors are
mounted on a swinging arm in this design and both move, giving a folding factor of four between the
actual mirror movement and the change in the optical path difference.  The output beam of the FTS is
re-imaged by the camera mirrors CAM1 and CAM2.  The output polariser OP is used to split the beam
between two arrays with band-pass filtering designed to give roughly equal power from the telescope on
each array.

Calculations of the effect of beam shear and loss of coherence across the interfering beams show that a
30 mm beam diameter is required to prevent significant loss of resolution at the edges of a 2 x 2 arcmin
field of view.  The optical design is optimised to give close to diffraction limited imaging at all points in
the field of view.

Mirror mechanism
The moving mirror scheme shown in this design involves the use of a linear motor and measurement
system mounted on a curved track.  A similar mechanism as used for the ISO LWS grating movement
could be devised for this purpose and would dissipate less than 4 mW averaged over the instrument duty
cycle. Some study will be needed to determine if a Linear Voltage-Displacement Transducer (LVDT)
will be capable of providing the required positional readout precision of +− 0.1 µm.

An alternative FTS design is also being considered which uses a single moving fold mirror and two
fixed roof top  mirrors.  This has the benefit of using a directly linear motion whilst maintaining the
folding factor of four, possibly at the expense of a more bulky instrument.  With a linear mirror
movement the mechanism for the FTS could be based on an existing Servo Linear Translator Stage
(SLVT) by CDL Systems Limited.  This provides a linear drive and a differential inductive readout
position measurement system.  The digital drive electronics provide for highly accurate position
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repeatability (essential for co-addition of interferograms on-board - see below) and for servo-control of
the stage velocity.  This mechanism is capable of the sub-micron position resolution required for
the FTS mirror drive, is adaptable to cryogenic operation and space qualification and has a low power
requirement, less than 4 mW peak at the extreme mechanism movement.  Detailed studies are being
undertaken to optimise the design of the moving mirror mount and the motor to be used to drive it.

Input Polariser

Beam splitter
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Roof-top mirror 1

Roof-top mirror 2

Output polariser

Detector

1

3

2

3

4
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6

Figure 2.5:  Principle of operation of a Martin-Puplett polarising FTS.  The un-polarised input beam is
incident on the input wire grid polariser (1).  Half the power is transmitted with the electric vector
(represented by hollow arrows) perpendicular to the polariser wires (2).  The beam then passes through
a second wire grid polariser - the beamsplitter - that has its wires set at 45o to those of the input
polariser and has the plane of the wires set at 45o to the direction of propagation of the input beam.
Half the power is thus transmitted along the direction of the input beam and half reflected (3) at 90o to
the direction of the input beam. The planes of polarisation of the two beams are now respectively
perpendicular and parallel to the beamsplitter wires.  The beams are incident on roof-top mirrors with
their roof lines set at 45o to the beamsplitter wires.  Roof-top mirrors have the property of rotating the
polarisation vector of any incident beam through 90o and at the same time reflecting the beam direction
through 180o (4).  On returning to the polarising beamsplitter, the beam that was reflected is now
transmitted and the beam that was transmitted is now reflected and the recombined beam propagates at
-90o with respect to the original beam direction (5).  The polarisation state of the recombined beam is
dependent on the optical path difference of the two beams on return to the beamsplitter.  A third
polariser - the output or analyser polariser - is placed in the output beam with its wires parallel to those
of the input polariser.  The intensity of the beam passing through this polariser is measured at the
detector (6).  As one or both of the roof top mirrors are moved the measured intensity varies with the
path difference between the two beams, as the amplitude of the two linear polarisation components of
the recombined beam varies, and an interferogram will be measured.
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FTS operation
The FTS will be operated in a rapid scan mode with the mirrors moving at a near constant velocity
whilst the detectors are read out.  Electromagnetic radiation frequencies in the input spectrum are
encoded as audio-frequency signals in the detector output with a conversion factor that depends on the
mirror speed.  The frequency response of the detectors will be the deciding factor in determining the
mirror speed, position accuracy and position repeatability, together with the required position sampling
rate and detector read out frequency.  A calculation of the expected data rate from the FTS has shown
that it will be necessary to average spectral scans on-board before sending the data to the ground.  It
will be necessary that the FTS mechanism have a highly accurate positional reproducibility from one
scan to another.  An initial study shows this repeatability requirement to be of the order of 0.1 µm over
a scan length of 3.5 cm.  Further studies and simulations will be conducted to determine the optimum
method of FTS operation and on-board data processing.  However, it is clear that a dedicated processor,
in addition to the digital processing unit, will be required in order to accommodate the raw data rate
within the allowed telemetry bandwidth (see the description of the warm electronics below).

Calibration source
A calibration source will be placed at the second input port of the FTS.  It will be a thermal illuminator
located at the pupil image before the input polariser as described above and mechanically and thermally
interfaced to the 4-K structure.  Placing the source at this position with a suitable feed horn arrangement
will ensure that all parts of the imaged field of view will receive the same amount of power from the
calibration source.  In order to null the dilute 80-K radiation from the telescope it will be necessary to
run the source at up to 40 K, depending on the optical filtering placed before the pupil image and
influence of the diffraction from the fore-optics on the total power.  The calibration source will be on
continuously whilst the FTS is operating.  Extrapolating from the LWS operation this means that the
peak power required will be no more than 5 mW with a total duty cycle of 50% (assuming 50:50
photometer/spectrometer observation time) - an average of 2.5 mW.

Stray-light control
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Figure 2.6:  The optical layout of the FTS spectrometer.
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By its nature an FTS is somewhat resistant to problems with stray-light and spectral contamination
because any out-of-band radiation is naturally encoded to its "correct" place in the output spectrum.  An
FTS also has an intrinsically broad bandwidth which means that the thermal background from the
telescope will dominate over all other likely sources of stray-light.  However, unauthorised power
landing on the FTS bolometer arrays will still increase the overall NEP of the instrument.  A filtering
scheme similar to the one employed for the photometer channel will be used to restrict the pass band of
the instrument.  It will share the 4-K filter at position II in Figure 2.4 with the photometer channel.  A
filter will also be placed at the instrument cold stop formed by the camera mirrors within the 2-K box.
Filters on the bolometer arrays themselves will define the pass-band for each array.  Direct baffling will
also be employed at critical points to restrict the field of view of the bolometer arrays and ensure
multiple reflection paths to give high attenuation for all radiation not coming via the optical train.

2.2.4 Common elements

Structure
The  FIRST bolometer instrument structure consists of four separate thermal enclosures at nominal
temperatures of 15 K, 4 K, 2 K and 300 mK.  Each enclosure is located within the next higher
temperature enclosure.  The 15-K enclosure is the principal interface with the spacecraft/cryostat
Optical Bench although all four enclosures of the instrument have external interfaces with mechanical,
electrical, thermal, optical and grounding requirements - see the block diagram in Fig. 2.3 and the three-
dimensional views in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2.

Attached to the 15-K structure are Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) struts and titanium mounts
which will be used to support the 4-K and 2-K thermal enclosures.  CFRP is used to minimise the
thermal conductive heat loss from the struts.  Similarly CFRP struts will be used within the 2-K box to
support the 300-mK focal plane structure.  Holes will be provided through the enclosures to allow for
mechanical, thermal and electrical interfaces; these will be well baffled to prevent the ingress of
unwanted radiation.

The mirror mounts will be based on the scheme successfully employed on the ISO instruments where the
mirror is machined from a single block of aluminium with a screw thread and shoulder.  The shoulder
prevents deformation of the mirror surface when the mirror is mounted.  The mirror mount itself is
located on the optical bench by a pin, allowing the mirror’s azimuth to be adjusted.  The final angle of
the mirror is set by bolting the mount to a separate clamping piece with the correct angle machined onto
it.  This is then locked onto a second separate pin on the optical bench.  The elevation of the mirror is
set by machining the base of the mirror mount to the correct angle.  If large or complex optical elements
are to be mounted then a shim can be employed instead.  This is a less desirable option as it reduces the
thermal conductance between the mirror mount and the optical bench.

Detectors and cold readout electronics
The 250, 350 and 500 µm photometer channels will use planar bolometer arrays of 32 x 32, 24 x 24
and 16 x 16 pixels respectively to provide instantaneous full sampling of the field of view (0.5λ/D pixel
size, where D is the telescope diameter).  The increase in pixel size with increasing wavelength is
designed to optimise the detection efficiency of the instrument as the diffraction disk increases.  The
FTS will use a 16 x 16 array for the 200-300 µm channel and a 12 x 12 array for the 300-670 µm
channel.

Three basic types of planar bolometer arrays are currently under development for possible inclusion in
the FIRST bolometer instrument.  These are:

(i) Spider web bolometer arrays constructed from silicon nitride with transition edge super-conducting
(TES) thermistor read-out.  The spider web bolometers are under development at JPL/Caltech the
TES thermistors are being developed by GSFC and NIST, Boulder.

(ii) Silicon pop up detectors (SPUD) with TES thermistor read-out.  The SPUD bolometers are under
development by GSFC; the TES technology is the same as for the spider web bolometers.
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(iii) Silicon grids with resonant absorbers and implanted thermometer bridge read out with cold CMOS
multiplexers.  These arrays are under development by CEA, Saclay and LIR, Grenoble.

All three developments make use of micro-machined silicon or silicon nitride to produce absorbers that
have a high absorption for submillimetre radiation but a low physical cross section to reduce the cross
section for cosmic rays.  The thermal conductivity between the absorber and the substrate is controlled
in all three cases by thin support bars.  Figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.10 show the three concepts.

Individual spider web bolometers with neutron transmutation doped (NTD) germanium thermometers
are well established technology for ground-based telescopes and balloon experiments, and have been
base-lined for the Planck HFI instrument.  Low noise cold (~ 120 K) JFETs are needed to avoid being
limited by voltage noise from the high-impedance germanium thermistors.  An array of this type of
bolometers fed with straight sided feed horns is currently under development for the CSO telescope.
This instrument will sample the Airy disk at half the Nyqvist frequency (i.e., the feed-horn diameter is
1.0Fλ − see section 2.4).  However, for filled arrays of several hundreds of pixels, as required to fill the
field of view of the FIRST bolometer instrument, it is no longer feasible to have large numbers of
JFETs close to the focal plane owing to their high thermal dissipation and the fact that they must
operate at around 120 K.  Therefore, even for this type of technology, a novel read out scheme is
required.  In the case of the spider webs and SPUDs this will be the use of TES thermistors with
SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interference Device) readouts (see below).

The SPUD type bolometers are a development aimed at providing large format filled arrays with easy
access to the output wiring whilst controlling the thermal conductivity between the heat sink and the
absorber.  SPUD technology also allows the use of resonant cavities behind the absorber to ensure
maximum absorption and to tune the wavelength response of the bolometer.  Engineering model arrays
have been built and tested with full area absorbers and the more conventional implanted silicon
thermometers - Fig. 2.8.  For SPIRE it is planned to develop micromesh absorbers similar in concept to
the spider web bolometers and to have TES/SQUID readouts.

Transition edge superconducting thermistors work by maintaining a thin layer of a metal (e.g., titanium)
at a temperature close to the transition between normal and superconducting  behaviour.  In the
transition region there is a very strong relationship between the resistance of the material and

        

Figure 2.7: An individual spider web bolometer with a test TES read-out (left) manufactured in silicon
nitride.  Note the on chip bias resistors close to the bolometer.  Individual bolometers can be
manufactured in an array (right) which will then be matched to a feed horn arrangement with 1Fλ
straight sided feed horns manufactured in a single block.  This is the concept being tested in the
BOLOCAM instrument.
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Figure 2.8:  Concept for the Silicon Pop-Up Detector arrays (SPUDs) - upper picture.  Rows of
detectors and interconnect circuits are micro-machined out of silicon wafers and then bent and attached
to metal heat sinks at the which will interface to the appropriate temperature stages.  The lower
photograph shows an engineering trial of five 32 x 1 mm2 SPUD detector arrays assembled to
demonstrate how a large format array might be built.

temperature with d(lnR)/d(lnT) ~ 900 as compared to ~ 5 for NTD germanium thermistors
(Bock, et al., 1997).  These devices also have a inherently fast time response and the limiting time
response of the bolometer as a whole will be the thermalisation time of the absorber - for a spider web
or similar grid type absorber this will be about 1 ms.  A biasing arrangement is employed whereby, via
electrothermal feedback (Lee, et al., 1996), the temperature of the device remains constant whilst the
current passing through it changes with the incident power.   Measurement of the current through the
device is therefore a measure of the incident power. TES sensors have very low impedance (~100 mΩ),
requiring the use of SQUIDs to measure the currents flowing in the devices and SQUID multiplexers to
readout arrays of bolometers with TES thermistors.

Figure 2.9 shows the scheme envisaged for reading out an array of TES bolometers with SQUIDs and
SQUID multiplexers.  The SQUIDs are operated in current-biased mode: each SQUID is turned on and
off by switching an "address current" through the first stage SQUID to be read out.  The first stage
SQUID is the one that directly senses the current through the TES being sampled.  The output voltage
of the SQUID is converted to current via the bias resistor, and is, in turn, measured by the series array
SQUID.  The series array SQUIDs give a large output voltage (~5 mV) and have a good output
impedance (50 Ω), and so can be coupled directly to a standard operational amplifier.  The "Common
Modulation Coil" is used to keep the first stage SQUIDs at the same operating point in their
performance curve.  A two dimensional array is read out by concatenating the circuits shown in Fig.
2.9.
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Figure 2.9: SQUID multiplexer read-out circuits for a TES bolometer array.  The same read-out
scheme would be applicable to either the SPUD or the spider web bolometer arrays.  Details of the
circuit operation are given in the text

Single Ti TES thermistors have been built and tested with laboratory SQUID readouts.  Series array
SQUIDs have been built and tested.  SQUID multiplexers have recently been built and initial tests show
them to have the required noise performance for the SPIRE bolometer arrays.  Test of spider web
bolometers with TES readouts are planned for the near future as are tests of SPUDs with TES readouts.

The third type of bolometer arrays under development are the CEA/LETI resonant absorber arrays.
Here arrays of micro-machined silicon grids are suspended at a 1/4 wavelength distance above a
substrate with a reflecting surface coating by an indium bump bonding technique (Fig. 2.10).  The
absorption characteristics of such a device have been modelled with a 3-D Maxwellian code, showing
that it is possible to tune the arrays to give a large absorption coefficient over a 200-250 µm bandwidth
around the central wavelength (this holds true for SPUD or spider type arrays with resonant cavities as
well).  The temperature rise in the absorber is measured with reference to the substrate by using a
thermometer bridge technique (Fig. 2.10).  Thermometers are placed in the central part of the absorbing
grid and in the substrate by the direct implantation of phosphorous into the silicon with 50% boron
compensation.  These thermometers must have a high impedance to allow cold CMOS-based read out
electronics to be used.  Engineering model thermometers have been built and electrically tested and
shown to have electrical NEPs ~ 3x10-17 W Hz-1/2.  Development continues on optimising the doping
profiles for these devices.
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Cold CMOS multiplex readouts with amplifiers and 8 to 1 multiplexers at 300 mK and followers at 2
K, similar to those used for the ISOCAM arrays, will be developed to read out the thermometer bridge
circuits.  The use of cold multiplex electronics may allow for novel read out schemes such as chopping
the signal against a reference voltage rather than relying wholly on the focal plane chopper for the signal
modulation.  A read-out scheme that would allow for reference voltage chopping is shown schematically
in Fig. 2.11.  Engineering model absorber arrays have been built with low impedance thermometers and
are currently undergoing optical testing with laboratory readout electronics.  Fully functioning arrays
with high impedance thermometers and CMOS read out electronics are planned for the near future.

It is planned that the development of the three array options will continue until late 1999 when fully
space qualifiable demonstration arrays must be available and a final decision made as to which option to
fly.  This decision will be based on the demonstrated performance of the arrays, their compatibility with
the SPIRE instrument design and the ability to build enough of sufficient quality to have assurance of
their space qualification.  In the event that none of the planar array technologies is sufficiently advanced
for inclusion in the instrument, a fall back option that uses the well-proven spider web bolometers with
NTD germanium thermistors and coupled to Winston cones has been identified.  In this option there will
be three photometer arrays of 61, 37 and 19 pixels and two spectrometer arrays of 37 pixels (TBC) for
the short wavelength array and 19 pixels (TBC) for the long wavelength array.  A two axis chopper will
be required in this option in order to sample fully the Airy disk by “jiggle” mapping in a manner similar
to that used for SCUBA observations.  The issue of the choice of focal plane array type is discussed
further in section 2.4 below.

Implanted thermal resistor

Reference thermometer

Quarter wave cavity
Absorbing metal

Silicon grid
Reflector silicon subtrate

-Mechanical link 
-Thermal conductance 
-Electrical connexion

indium bumps

Thermometers

silicon grid 
with absorber

reflector

0.3K

1.8K

400 µm

>50 µm

perspective  
     view

Figure 2.10: The principle of operation for a single pixel in the CEA resonant absorber arrays (upper)
and a conceptual diagram of how these would fit together into an array (lower).  Note the use of indium
bump bonding to achieve the thermal isolation between the 300-mK absorber array and the 1.8-K read-
out electronics.
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Focal Plane Chopper
The design of the SPIRE photometer focal plane chopper will be based on that of the ISOPHOT
chopper.  Significant adaptations are required in that the SPIRE chopper must be capable of angular
displacement in two orthogonal axes: the chopping axis and the jiggling axis, and must cause very low
vibrational disturbance to the detectors.  The chopping motion is designed to allow the photometer
arrays to be swapped between two full fields of view 5 arcmin apart at a frequency of 4-5 Hz to
modulate the signal onto the arrays.  One whole field of view represents the maximum angular swing
required of the chopper ( +−  3.7o : TBC) and for some operations a smaller chop angle will be used.  The

jiggling motion will be required if the backup option for the detector arrays is implemented, and allows
the field of view to be fully sampled by the discrete bolometer array.  The frequency required from the
jiggling axis will only be 0.1 Hz, and the maximum amplitude on the sky is 5 arcsec (TBC).

It is envisaged that the increase in mass carried by the jiggling stage will be compensated by a
combination of the low frequency and small angular displacement requirements.  The target for power
consumption for both stages is therefore set at 2 mW.  The mechanism will be subjected to a full life
test and qualification programme.  The mechanism base plate will be directly and repeatably mounted to
the 4-K structure.

Cooler
The cooling of the detector arrays to 300 mK will be effected by a 3He sorption cooler similar in design
to the one successfully flown on the IRTS mission in April 1995 and shown in Fig. 2.12 (Duband,
1997).  This type of cooler relies on the capability of porous materials to adsorb or release a gas when
cooled or heated.  Refrigerators of this type are well-suited to a space environment as they have no
moving parts making them reliable and vibration free; they can be recycled indefinitely with over 95%
duty cycle efficiency and their lifetime is only limited by that of the cold stage from which they run (in
this case, the lifetime of the FIRST cryostat).  The evaporation of 3He naturally provides a very stable
operating temperature under constant heat load over the entire cycle.  Finally, the refrigerator requires
no mechanical or vacuum connections and only low current electrical connections for its operation,
making the mechanical and electrical interfaces very simple.

Gas gap heat switches are used the control the refrigerator (Duband, 1995).  These consist of concentric
copper cylinders separated by a small gap which is filled with or emptied of 4He gas to achieve the
switching action. The thermal separation between the two ends is achieved by a thin-walled stainless
steel tube which also provides the mechanical support. The presence or absence of gas is controlled by a
miniature cryogenic adsorption pump that can be temperature regulated. These have been space
qualified and flown on the IRTS cooler.  The operational cycle of the cooler is as follows:
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Figure 2.11: The cold read-out scheme proposed for the CEA absorber arrays.
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1. A heat switch on the activated charcoal cryo-pump is turned off and a heat switch on the evaporator
is turned on.  The latter becomes the coldest point in the system.

2. The pump is heated causing the gas in the pump to be desorbed from the charcoal and raising the
pressure inside the cooler. When this pressure exceeds the saturated vapour pressure of 

3
He at the

cold heat sink temperature, liquid helium is condensed directly into the evaporator where it is
confined by surface tension to a silicose sponge.

3. The pump heat switch is turned on, thermally grounding the sorption pump.  At the same time the
heat switch on the evaporator is turned off, thermally isolating the evaporator. The sorption pump
cools down, the vapour pressure of 

3
He is reduced and the temperature of the evaporator drops

quickly to a temperature below 300 mK, where it remains stable until the liquid 3He is exhausted.

The refrigerator can be recycled by heating the sorption pump again.  The heat switch on the pump,
although not necessary, provides a significant improvement in terms of dissipated power and cool down
time.

For operation in a zero-g environment two aspects of the design of a 3He refrigerator have been
addressed: the liquid confinement and the structural strength required for the launch.  The confinement
within the evaporator is provided by a porous material which holds the liquid by capillary attraction.
For the thermal isolation and structural support of the refrigerator elements, a suspension system using
Kevlar wires has been designed to firmly support the cooler during launch while minimising the
parasitic heat load on the system.  Kevlar has a low thermal conductivity, high tensile strength and a
high Young’s modulus.

The base-line SPIRE cooler contains 4 STP litres of 3He, fits in a box 200 x 100 x100 mm and weighs
about 500 grams.  Its performance has been analysed using the same methods that successfully
predicted the performance of the IRTS cooler on orbit.  When operated from a 1.8-K heat sink it
achieves a temperature of 274 mK with an 8-µW load on the evaporator, a hold time of 46 hours and a
duty cycle efficiency of 96%. The total time averaged power load on the 1.8 K heat sink is 2.4 mW.

2.2.5 Warm electronics

Detector warm read out electronics
The detailed design of the warm analogue read out electronics for the bolometer arrays will depend on
the type of array finally chosen..  However, it is clear that the generic features of the design will dictate

Figure 2.12: The sub-Kelvin cooler flown on the IRTS.
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the use of a de-multiplexer and analogue to digital conversion together with a detector digital control
sequencer.  As an instance of the type of electronics that might be implemented, Fig. 2.13 shows an
outline design for the analogue electronics required for the CEA type arrays.  It is based on a double
integrator system which takes advantage of the signal modulation (at about 10 kHz) to limit the signal
bandwidth efficiently, especially for 1/f readout noise reduction.  The operation is equivalent to double
correlated sampling (high pass filter) followed by a low pass filter without requiring many high
precision capacitors.  The integrator will be reset when switching from one pixel to the next.  As there is
a large number of detector array outputs (up to 128) the electronics will be implemented in hybrid or
surface mount component technologies.  After sampling, the processed signal is converted to 14-bit
digital data using one ADC for about 8 analogue chains via a multiplexer.  The command pulses
required to operate this electronics will be generated by the detector array sequencer synchronously with
the detector array operation.

Mechanism, calibrator, temperature sensor and cooler control electronics
The operation of both the chopper and the FTS mirror mechanism must be synchronised with the
detector read-out.  For the photometer this is necessary to achieve the maximum common mode noise
rejection; for the FTS it is essential to avoid unnecessary phase errors in the interferograms.  To this end
an instrument control module will be designed as part of the Detector Read-out and Control Electronics
box (SPIRE3 - see the IID-B) the ensure the synchronisation of the detector sampling and mechanism
movement.  The cooler control electronics, the calibration source electronics and the housekeeping
electronics (temperature monitors etc.) will also be housed within the Detector Read Out and Control
Electronics box.

Signal processing electronics
The Signal Processing Unit (SPU) will provide the hardware and software drivers needed to implement
data-processing algorithms in order to reduce the average telemetry data rate into the spacecraft on-
board data storage to that allocated to the FIRST bolometer instrument (40 kbits s-1).  The unit, which
will be redundant to avoid single point failures, will consist of two Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
modules, two 8-Mbyte expansion memory boards and an internal DC/DC converter.

The core of the DSP module is the Digital Signal Processor TSC21020E manufactured by MHS.  This
is a radiation tolerant version of the single-chip 32-bit floating point digital processor ADSP 21020
from Analogue Devices.  The data processing throughput of this machine, running at 20 MHz (design
baseline), is 75 MFLOPS peak and 50 MFLOPS as sustained performance; the instruction rate is 25
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MIPS.  Although this machine can carry out any type of control function (it is a general propose
processor) it can also execute the typical operations used in digital signal processing with a very high
efficiency.  For instance, a 1024-point complex FFT can be done in 780 µs, a division in 240 ns, and an
inverse of a square root in 360 ns.  An additional processor working in parallel, and communicating
with the first via a dual port RAM, will provide the required computing power to allow the
implementation of cascaded sub-algorithms or parallel processing algorithms.

The DSP Module is controlled through a command/response (CRM I/F) asynchronous serial link
(UART) from the digital processing unit (DPU, see below).  This serial link is used to receive
commands, data processing software, and any patches for the SPU memory, all of which are sent via the
DPU.  The SPU will transmit responses containing status information, memory dumping etc.  The
protocol is based on a master/slave scheme where the DPU is the master and the SPU the slave.  The
DSP Module provides two simple unidirectional synchronous serial interfaces intended to receive
scientific raw data from the warm read out electronics and transmit processed data to the DPU.  The
DSP will access these interfaces by means of FIFO buffers, thus decoupling the execution of the
software from the synchronism of the related serial lines.  External electrical interfaces, both serial links
(raw data input and processed data output) and the CRM I/F, are based on the RS422 standard.

Digital electronics
Figure 2.14 shows the block diagram of the Data Processing Unit (DPU).  It will be based on the
80C186 microprocessor system or another ESA defined one.  It will interface with the instrument
subsystems via serial and parallel I/O ports.  In order to keep the interface wiring to a minimum the
DPU will be connected to the analogue unit via two 16-bit serial ports plus 8 I/O lines.  This scheme
will allow easy  H/W redundancy implementation and subsystem level test.  Experiment data transfer to
S/C will be via DMA and telecommanding will be under interrupt control.

The on-board memory of the DPU is divided into three modules: PROM; EEPROM and RAM.  The
PROM section will contain a micro operating system and the routines for telemetry and telecommand
that in principle should be the same for all FIRST instruments and not modifiable during mission.  The
EEPROM section should store different operating modes possibly upgradable during the mission.  The
whole programme will be copied and executed in RAM both for speed improvement and programme
patching.  Memory dimension will be up to 1 MB (paging limitation for 16-bit micro).  For redundancy
purposes the on board computer and DC/DC converters will be duplicated.  This implies that S/C
power, telemetry and telecommand interfaces are redundant.

On-board software
The on-board software (OBS) will be written in “C” language and will be designed to allow the
instrument to operate in an autonomous fashion for 48 hours as required in the IID-A.  The basic
implication of this requirement is that there must be the facility to store enough commands for a 48
observing programme and enough mass memory on the satellite to store 48 hours of instrument
telemetry.  More sophisticated autonomy functions may include the on-board analysis of scientific or
housekeeping data and the ability to react on the basis of that analysis.  The type of automatic operation
undertaken following such an analysis may range from the raising of a warning flag to the switching
over to a redundant sub-system or the switching off of a defective sub-system.  All autonomy functions
will require extensive evaluation and test before they are implemented to avoid the possibility of
instrument failure.  No instrument autonomy mode will be implemented that will affect the satellite
operation.

Memory load commands will be used to send single instructions to the instrument or to command pre-
defined sequences of operations.  The command words will be interpreted by the OBS according to a
given algorithm and the relevant sequence of digital commands sent to the subsystems.  Each command
will be formed with a variable number of words having the following general structure: (i) a header
describing the Command function; (ii) the number of words to follow; (iii) the new values of the
parameters, if any.  There will be at least four types of commands: macro commands, subsystem
commands, peek-and-poke commands; and spare commands.  The macro commands define the timing
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and sequence of instrument operation.  The subsystem commands allow the immediate control of each
instrument subsystem.  The peek-and-poke commands allow the down-link of RAM or ROM content as
well as the ability up-link patches, new programmes or tables.  There will also be the possibility to run
new commands by up-linking the specific code in RAM recalled by the spare command.

2.3 Instrument operating modes and AOTs

2.3.1 Photometer

The photometer will have two basic operating modes: field or raster mapping and scan mapping.  In
field mapping the chopper is used switch between two fields of view on the sky at a maximum frequency
of 5 Hz. The two fields are separated by a maximum of 5 arcmin, somewhat greater than one whole
instrument field of view if a full map is required and by less than this if a compact source at a known
location is to be observed.  In this way a fully sampled map of a single instrument field of view is made.
Raster mapping uses the same mode with different telescope pointings to build up a fully sampled map
of a larger area.  In scan mapping the satellite is used to scan across a region of sky thus chopping any
sources from one pixel to the next.  The instrument chopper may also be used to chop along or across
the direction of scan.  In addition to these standard modes, the photometer can be used in conjunction
with the PHOC instrument to provide simultaneous mapping over a wide wavelength range.  In this case
the telemetry rate will be restricted and on-board signal processing will be employed to reduce the data
rate.  The final operating mode for the photometer will be Standby, in which only limited housekeeping
data will be telemetered.  It is not envisaged that the spectrometer and photometer channels will be used
simultaneously.
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2.3.2 Spectrometer

The FTS will have one basic operating mode whereby the instrument is pointed at a field of view of
interest and the mirrors moved back and forth for the required number of scans.  The chopper will be
switched off.  The FTS will work in rapid scanning mode with the mirrors constantly in motion whilst
the detectors are sampled.  The length of the mirror stroke will determine the resolving power of the
resultant spectrum and will be selectable.  The calibration source will, in general, be switched on during
spectrometer operation.  The large amount of data produced by the imaging FTS dictates that, for full
resolution spectroscopy at least, interferograms will have to be deglitched and averaged on board.  This
will require a sizeable on-board data storage capacity and digital signal processing electronics.  The
control and synchronisation of the detector read-out and FTS drive mechanism will also require
dedicated instrument real time control electronics.

2.4 Scientific performance

2.4.1 Choice of focal plane array type

There are important differences in the instrument design and operation, and in the ultimate sensitivity of
the instrument, between the use of filled arrays and individual pixels with feed-horns.  The diffraction
spot size at the focal plane is determined by the size of  the FIRST telescope.  It is how the Airy disk is
sampled at the focal plane that is the major difference between filled arrays and feed-horn fed
bolometers.  With filled arrays the pixel size is set to be 1/4 of the Airy disk diameter (i.e., 0.5Fλ, where
F is the focal ratio of the final re-imaging optics).   This, together with the fact that the pixels are well
tessellated with no or minimal dead area between them, means that the image of the sky is fully sampled
at each pointing of the telescope.

With single-mode feed-horn arrays the feed-horn diameter is set to provide maximum coupling to the
Airy disk.  The feed-horn diameter is typically 2Fλ, as in SCUBA or 1Fλ as in BOLOCAM.  Although
the horns are close-packed in the focal plane, the beams on the sky are separated by the FWHM in the
case of 1Fλ horns or twice the FWHM for 2Fλ horns.   The array, projected onto the sky, thus provides
a sparsely sampled map, and it is necessary to carry out a number of separate array pointings (a so-
called “jiggle map”) to fully sample the image.  This would be implemented by the two-axis chopping
mirror inside the instrument.  In principle, sixteen (4 x 4) steps of separation 0.5λ/D, where D is the
effective diameter of the telescope mirror, are required to produce a fully sampled map (half-beam
spacing).   In the case of SPIRE, the step size is determined by the shortest wavelength (250 µm) and
the total area to be covered by the jiggle pattern is determined by the longest wavelength (500 µm).
This means that, in order to get fully sampled maps in all bands at the same time, a jiggle pattern with 8
x 8 = 64 steps is required for 2Fλ horns or 4 x 4 = 16 steps for 1Fλ horns.

Detailed analysis of the potential advantages of filled absorber arrays has shown that, for mapping
observations, an improvement in observing speed by a factor of approximately 3 can be achieved.  In
addition, filled arrays offer a number of important practical advantages:

(i) for point source observations, the observation is insensitive to any inaccuracies in the telescope
pointing or in the co-ordinates of the source;

(ii) the telescope point spread function is completely sampled and the background around the source is
completely characterised;

(iii) for mapping observations, the field is fully sampled instantaneously, whereas with the feed-horn
option 64 steps are required for a single frame (see above), taking around 1 minute at minimum for
photometry, and making the data more vulnerable to 1/f noise and other instabilities in the complete
system;

(iv) there is no need to co-align accurately three separate pixels on the three arrays in order to do
simultaneous point source photometry;

(v) two-axis chopper motion is not required.
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Since filled arrays are still in development, and no experimentally-based figures on the achievable
performance are available as yet, in estimating the sensitivity of SPIRE we have assumed the more
conservative feed-horn fed bolometer arrays.

2.4.2 FTS wavelength coverage and pass-bands

Although the FTS will be optimised for the 200-400 µm band, the wavelength coverage will be extended
to 15 cm-1 (670 µm) because:
 
(i) there is little or no penalty in terms of performance over the priority 200-400 µm range;
(ii) this gives access to the astrophysically important 609 µm line of CI in our own and nearby

galaxies;
(iii) it extends the range over which the spectral energy distribution of sources can be measured in the

FTS low-resolution mode.

The FTS bands have been chosen so that there will be roughly equal photon noise limited NEP in the
two bands, and the pixel size will be optimised for wavelengths of 250 and 350 µm.  This means that
arrays identical to those in the two shortest wavelength photometer bands can be used.  Conveniently, a
cross-over wavelength near 300 µm fulfils both of these requirements at the same time.  For
wavelengths longer than 400 µm, the pixel size of the long-wavelength channel will be increasingly mis-
matched to the diffraction spot size.  This will degrade the efficiency (either for the feed-horn array or
filled array options).  In addition, diffraction within the FTS will result in a loss of efficiency at the
longest wavelengths.  The implications for sensitivity of the FTS at wavelengths longward of 400 µm
must be studied in detail.  At the moment, we estimate a loss of S/N of a factor of 2 at 670 µm, and
scale linearly for wavelengths between 400 and 670 µm.

2.4.3 Instrument sensitivity model

The scientific performance of SPIRE has been estimated using a radiometric model to calculate the
power incident on the detector arrays from the thermal emission from the FIRST telescope and the
instrument optics.  Owing to the long wavelengths of operation and the low temperature of the focal
plane unit the thermal background on the detectors, for both the photometer and the FTS, is dominated
by the emission from the FIRST telescope.  The optical design of the instrument will be carefully
optimised to ensure that all other sources of radiant background on the detector are small in comparison
with the telescope contribution.

Assumptions
The instrument model has been used to estimate the sensitivity under the following assumptions:

1. Telescope:
FIRST telescope temperature 80 K
Used telescope diameter 3.29 m (since the secondary mirror is pupil stop)
Total emissivity of telescope 0.04

2. BOL Photometer:
 3 arrays of hexagonally close-packed 2.0Fλ pixels
 
 Central wavelengths 250, 350 and 500 µm
 Numbers of pixels 61, 37 and 19 respectively
 Field of view of each array 4 x 4 arcmin
 Overall optics efficiency 30%

Filter widths(λ/∆λ) 3
Bolometer optical NEP 3.0 x 10-17 W Hz-1/2
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 Bolometer quantum efficiency 0.8
Bolometer feed-horn efficiency 0.7 (for 2Fλ feed-horn)

 Throughput for each detector AΩ = λ2 (single-mode feed-horns)
 Chopping efficiency factor 0.45

Overlap between fields for large survey 10%
Observing efficiency 90% (point source)

 (to allow for set-up, mechanism, 80% (mapping)
 telescope motions, calibrations etc.)
 Required jiggle step size 9 arcsec. (full spatial sampling at 250 µm)
 
3. FTS spectrometer:

Two arrays of 37 and 19 close-packed feed-horns at the FTS output ports

Nominal bands 33.5 - 50 cm-1  (200 - 300 µm)
15 - 33.5 cm-1  (300 - 670 µm)

Field of view 2 x 2 arcmin
Max. spectral resolution 0.04 cm-1 (λ/∆λ  =  1000 at 250 µm)
Overall optics efficiency 12% (including polarisers)
Bolometer optical NEP 3.0 x 10-17 W Hz-1/2

Bolometer quantum efficiency 0.8
Bolometer feed-horn efficiency 0.7  (for 2.0Fλ feed-horn)
Throughput for each detector AΩ = λ2 (single-mode feed-horns)
Cos2 signal modulation efficiency 0.5
Observing efficiency 0.8
Electrical filter efficiency 0.8

Method
The method used to calculate the instrument sensitivity was as follows:

1. The in-band flux at the focal plane from the thermal radiation from each component in the optical
train from the telescope to the focal plane is calculated.

 
2. The overall NEP is taken as the quadrature sum of the photon noise NEP and the detector optical

NEP.  The 1-σ 1-sec. sensitivity (Jy) is then calculated taking into account the instrument and
telescope efficiencies.  Sensitivities for 1-hr integrations are calculated in terms of flux density (Jy)
and line flux (W m-2).

 
3. In calculating the sensitivity to isolated point sources within maps, the improvement in S/N available

from combining pixels in the Nyqvist-sampled map is taken into account.
 
4. For known point source observations, the possible S/N improvement of √2 from pixel-pixel chopping

is neglected in order to give some margin on the final sensitivities.
 
Full details of the sensitivity calculations are contained in reference documents BOL Photometer
sensitivity model:BOL_PH4.MCD and BOL FTS sensitivity model:BOL_FTS6.MCD.

Results
The results are presented in Tables 2.1a and 2.1b and shown in graphical form in Fig. 2.15. Based on
the above assumptions, this analysis shows the photometer channel to be capable of making a 5-sigma
detection of a 4-mJy point source in 1 hour or less in all three photometric bands.  In the primary 200-
400-µm band, the spectrometer channel can make a 5-σ detection of a 4 x 10-17 W m-2 unresolved line in
1 hour or less, and can make a low resolution (∆σ = 1 cm-1) 5-σ spectrophotometric measurement of a
130 mJy source in 1 hour or less.
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2.5 Array development and back up option for focal plane

2.5.1 Detector array development schedule

As discussed in section 2.2.4, the choice of which focal plane option to adopt for the flight programme
will depend on the demonstrated performance of each of the array types under development.  To this end
we give here an outline schedule of the development activities associated with each array type over the
next year to two years.  Once the technology has been proven, a full development schedule for the
various instrument models that is compatible with the FIRST schedule given in the IID-A will be
initiated.
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Figure 2.15: Calculated sensitivity of the FIRST bolometer instrument photometer and spectrometer
channels.
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Array Type Activity Date Group(s)
Responsible

CEA Filled
Absorbers

Electrical/optical tests of 5 x 10 arrays . Feb.  98 QMW, SAp

Manufacture of a representative multi- layer
interconnection circuit with the cold MUX and
read-out followers.

Jan. - June 98 SAp, LETI

Manufacture of 10 x 10 uniform pattern filled
detector arrays optimised at 350 µm

Feb.-Oct. 98 LETI

Manufacture of mesa-diffused thermometer
arrays and comparison with multi-implanted
technique.

Feb.-Oct. 98 LETI, SAp

Test of 10 x 10 array performance Oct. 98-Feb. 99 QMW, SAp
Prototype warm electronics coupling June 98-Feb. 99 SAp
Manufacture of 32 x 32 arrays optimised for
350 µm absorption

Feb.-Oct. 99 LETI

Extensive tests of array performance Oct.-Dec. 99 QMW, SAp

SQUID
multiplexers

Complete warm electronics for SQUID MUX Feb. 98 GSFC

Test 1 x 8 MUX chips Feb.-Mar. 98 NIST

SPUDs with
TES readout

Shadowmask TES on popup Feb. 98 NIST

Produce design for broadband SPUD absorber Feb. 98 GSFC
Electrical tests of semiconducting thermistor
readout SPUDs

Feb. 98 GSFC

Process integration of TES with pop-ups Apr.-May 1998 GSFC, NIST
Layout of 2nd generation SPUDs with TES Apr.-May 1998 GSFC, NIST
Evaluation of TES metal systems Oct. 98 NIST
Test TES SPUDs with SQUID MUX Oct.-Nov. 98 GSFC, NIST

Spider web
bolometers with
TES readout

Test Ti TES on spider web bolometers Feb. 98 JPL, UCB

Evaluation of feed-horn optical efficiency and
optimum packing

May 98 JPL, UCB

Table 2.3:  Bolometer array evaluation plans

2.5.2 Detector development heritage

Although the filled bolometer arrays are a novel development, each of the array types has a heritage of
previous development programmes for various aspects of the technology involved in the array construction.
An indication of the technology heritage of each of the array types is given here.

CEA filled absorbers
Resonant detector arrays in a 64 x 256 format for operation over the 6 - 10 µm range at room temperature
have been manufactured by LETI for industrial applications.  CEA/SAp developed and manufactured the
ISOCAM LW arrays and CMOS cold read-out followers.

SPUDs
Similar micromachined structures have been qualified and were successfully launched and functioned
properly on the IRTS satellite and a Wisconsin/GSFC rocket flight.  The bolometers on COBE (1.5 K)
were radiation hard and stable as were those on IRTS.  The mechanical yield of SPUD detectors is good
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( > 75% of arrays on a wafer are 100% good).  The detectors are replaceable in units of 32 x 2, so
imperfect arrays can be repaired.

SQUIDs
The materials used in SQUIDs are radiation hard and robust.  The Gravity Probe B satellite programme
has flight tested SQUIDs just like those planned for FIRST (Lockhart, et al., 1996).  The NIST
Josephson Junction (one half of a SQUID) process produces 10,000 arrays of junctions with 100% yield
for the voltage standard.

2.6 Back up option

In the event of filled array technology failing to meet the SPIRE requirements, the previous baseline,
(Griffin, 1997b) involving the use of spider-web bolometers coupled to the telescope beam by feed-
horns and read out by silicon JFETs will be adopted.

Requirements

The photometer will have three hexagonally close-packed arrays. Single-mode horns will be used with
apertures of 2Fλ diameter for maximum feed-horn efficiency.  The bolometers will operate at a
temperature of 300 mK - consistent with the use of a 3He refrigerator - and have a speed of response of
at least 3 Hz, with a target of 5 Hz, to enable signal chopping to cancel telescope background offsets
and avoid amplifier 1/f noise.

For the FTS two arrays will be used to cover the pass-bands described in section 2.4.2.  Single-mode
horns cannot cover all of this spectral range, so Winston cones will be used.  Cone aperture sizes are
chosen to be 2Fλ at the optimised wavelength of each band.  The bolometer speed of response must be
at least 15 Hz, with a target of 20 Hz, to enable the FTS to be operated in rapid scan mode and convert
the signal frequencies into the audio band to avoid 1/f noise.  The requirements for the FTS and
photometer channels are summarised in Table 2.4.

Wavelength NEP x 10-17 Number of Max. array dimension
 (µm) (W Hz-1/2) detectors (pixels) (arcmin) (mm)

Photometer 250 12 61 9 4.7 22.5
350 9 37 7 5.1 24.5
500 7 19 5 5.2 25.0

Spectrometer 200 – 300 (250) 8 37 7 5.1 21.0
300 – 670 (350) 5 19 5 5.2 25.0

Table 2.4: Requirements for the back-up array option for the photometer and spectrometer channels.
The figure in brackets under the wavelength range for the spectrometer channel is the wavelength at
which the array will be optimised.

Focal Plane Design
The bolometers will be Caltech spider web absorbing structures, as described in section 2.2.4 and
shown in Fig. 2.7, but with conventional NTD germanium thermistors instead of TES sensors. The
bolometer sensitivity and speed of response requirements given above can be met at an operating
temperature of 300 mK.

The focal plane for each array will consist of a silicon wafer with silicon nitride mesh structures as
shown in Fig. 2.16.  Each pixel consists of a mesh which absorbs submillimetre radiation and a NTD
thermistor mounted in the centre of the mesh.  Electrical connections to the thermistors are fabricated by
metallic deposition on the micromesh and to pads at the periphery of the wafer by metallisation on the
silicon substrate.  External connections are then made by wire bonding to micro-miniature connectors
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(37 way MDM type).  The load resistors will be nichrome chips as used in SCUBA, possibly integrated
onto the array wafer using hybrid techniques, or on separate modules.

Read-out electronics
The bolometers will either be read out using differential amplifiers with DC biased bolometers, warm
pre-amplifiers and multiplexers, or using the BOLOCAM technique of AC bias at about 1 kHz.  The
latter would reduce very low frequency noise to enable observing by slow drifting or staring without
chopping, at a penalty of added complexity.  Both options require one pair of cooled JFETs per
bolometer.

Figure 2.17:  Diagram showing the position of the JFET read-out electronics for the back-up option
arrays.  The JFET box has dimension  400 x 160 x 80 mm and weighs 5 kg.

JFET amplifier box

Figure 2.16:  An outline diagram of the arrangement for the back-up option pixel arrays.  This
arrangement is similar to the one that would be used with the TES read-out spider web arrays with 1Fλ
feed-horns, except that these would be in a square array and with many more pixels.
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It is important that the JFET amplifiers are as near as possible to the arrays to minimise the length of
wiring at high impedance and consequent microphonics and pick-up problems.  JFET modules will be
made using surface-mount JFETs (e.g., InterFET NJ132L) and resistors, similar to those used in
BOLOCAM.  As silicon JFETs have lowest noise at ~ 100 K, these modules will be thermally isolated
in a box on the inside of the instrument outer wall alongside the photometer, as shown in Fig. 2.17.  The
modules will be surrounded by an inner radiation shield connected by heat straps to an interface with the
cryostat radiation shield at 30 K (TBC). This heat strap will shunt the heat generated by the JFET bias
power and the radiation from 100 - 120 K away from the FPU box at 15 K.  To ensure significant RF
interference does not enter the FPU, all inputs and outputs to the JFET box and FPU box will be RF
filtered.

Implications for the instrument system requirements
The mass of the array assembly at 300 mK will increase from 1.4 kg to 2 kg to accommodate the feed-
horns and the total mass of the cold focal plane unit will increase by 5.6 kg.  A thermal strap from the
JFET box to the cryostat 30-K shield will be required to intercept the thermal load from the JFET
modules.  The estimated heat load on the 30-K radiation shield is 270 mW.

The operational implications of using focal plane arrays that do not fully sample the field of view have
been discussed in section 2.4.

2.7 Detector development risk assessment

In this section a table is presented that summarises the development status of the components required
for each of the detector options.  In addition, an attempt has been made to assess the risk involved in the
development of each component in terms of the likely hood that a particular development programme
will fail to meet the specified deadline for array selection.  Failure to meet the deadline can either be
because the development time for an item is simply too long, or because the particular technology
proves to be incapable of meeting the performance specification for the FIRST bolometer instrument.

Array Option/Item Development Status Risk
SPUD filled array with 0.5Fλ pixels
SPUDs Proof of concept medium
Stray-light response Test in calibration facility low
Horn array with 1Fλ pixels
Spider web arrays Proof of concept low
Thermometer / readout options for SPUD filled arrays and spider web 1Fλ arrays
(i) Squid MUX / TES

Squid MUX Under evaluation medium
TES plus bolometer Ti TES + SPUD under evaluation medium

(ii) No MUX squid / TES
TES plus bolometer Ti TES + spider web under evaluation medium
SQUID Exist low

Horn array with 2Fλ pixels (backup option)
Spider web bolometers Proof of concept low
Read out options for horn array with 2Fλ pixels
(i) Thermistor / JFET MUX

NTD Ge on Si thermistors Exist low
JFET MUX Development required high

(ii) Thermistor / no-MUX JFET
NTD Ge on Si thermistors Exist low
JFETs Exist low

Table 2.5: Development status of the components required for each of the detector options.
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Array Option/Item Development Status Risk
0.5Fλ CEA type filled detector arrays
Self standing grids manufacture Proven None

Implanted thermometer on thin substrate Performance achieved on thick silicon medium
Mesa thermometers Chip design phase medium

Thermal impedance to heat sink Prototypes to be tested low

Metal absorber & pattern definition Optimisation phase underway;
passivation evaluation underway

medium

Optical tests on bolometer/thermometer read
out

Under evaluation medium

Cold MUX at 300 mK In operation on ISOCAM at 2k low
CMOS follower at 2 K In operation on ISOCAM none

Table 2.5: Development status of the components required for each of the detector options (continued).


